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Ebook free Circle of desire Copy
the meaning of desire is to long or hope for exhibit or feel desire for how to use desire in a
sentence synonym discussion of desire some common synonyms of desire are covet crave want and
wish while all these words mean to have a longing for desire stresses the strength of feeling and
often implies strong intention or aim desires to start a new life desire definition 1 to want
something especially strongly 2 to have a strong sexual attraction to someone 3 a learn more
desire is a strong feeling worthy or unworthy that impels to the attainment or possession of
something that is in reality or imagination within reach a desire for success craving implies a
deep and imperative wish for something based on a sense of need and hunger a craving for food
companionship a longing is an intense wish generally find 132 different ways to say desire along
with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com noun an inclination to want
things a man of many desires see more noun something that is desired see more verb feel or have a
desire for want strongly definition of desire noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary
meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more desire
definition 1 a strong feeling that you want something 2 a strong feeling of being sexually
attracted to learn more desire is a strong feeling worthy or unworthy that impels to the
attainment or possession of something that is in reality or imagination within reach a desire for
success craving implies a deep and imperative wish for something based on a sense of need and
hunger a craving for food companionship definition of desire noun in oxford advanced american
dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
desire is a strong wish worthy or unworthy for something that is or seems to be within reach a
desire for success craving implies a deep and compelling wish for something arising from a
feeling of literal or figurative hunger a craving for food a craving for companionship check
pronunciation desire definition of desire verb in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning
pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more desire motivates us
in many important ways physical desire for example is called hunger or thirst intellectual desire
is called curiosity sexual desire is called lust economic desire is n a longing or craving as for
something that brings satisfaction or enjoyment a desire for fame an expressed wish request
something desired desire meaning 1 to want or wish for something to feel desire for something
sometimes followed by to verb 2 to want to have sex with someone desire usually uncountable
plural desires uncountable the feeling of desiring an eager longing for something too much desire
can seriously affect one s judgment he stood filled with the desire that his son should be like
him and should have sons like him to people the earth to desire is to be in a particular state of
mind it is a state of mind familiar to everyone who has ever wanted to drink water or desired to
know what has happened to an old friend but its familiarity does not make it easy to give a
theory of desire desires are states of mind that are expressed by terms like wanting wishing
longing or craving a great variety of features is commonly associated with desires they are seen
as propositional attitudes towards conceivable states of affairs an acute short term crisis of
desire corresponds to boredom and a chronic crisis to depression it is desire that moves us and
gives our life direction and meaning perhaps not meaning in to desire something has since the
13th century meant to long or hope for something over the centuries the verb desire has developed
other related meanings as well but it s this original meaning that s most often called into
service the lover desires the beloved the cat desires the mouse
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desire definition meaning merriam webster May 20 2024
the meaning of desire is to long or hope for exhibit or feel desire for how to use desire in a
sentence synonym discussion of desire

desire synonyms 185 similar and opposite words merriam Apr 19
2024
some common synonyms of desire are covet crave want and wish while all these words mean to have a
longing for desire stresses the strength of feeling and often implies strong intention or aim
desires to start a new life

desire english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 18 2024
desire definition 1 to want something especially strongly 2 to have a strong sexual attraction to
someone 3 a learn more

desire definition meaning dictionary com Feb 17 2024
desire is a strong feeling worthy or unworthy that impels to the attainment or possession of
something that is in reality or imagination within reach a desire for success craving implies a
deep and imperative wish for something based on a sense of need and hunger a craving for food
companionship a longing is an intense wish generally

132 synonyms antonyms for desire thesaurus com Jan 16 2024
find 132 different ways to say desire along with antonyms related words and example sentences at
thesaurus com

desire definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Dec 15 2023
noun an inclination to want things a man of many desires see more noun something that is desired
see more verb feel or have a desire for want strongly

desire noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Nov 14
2023
definition of desire noun in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture
example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more

desire meaning cambridge learner s dictionary Oct 13 2023
desire definition 1 a strong feeling that you want something 2 a strong feeling of being sexually
attracted to learn more

desire definition and meaning collins english dictionary Sep 12
2023
desire is a strong feeling worthy or unworthy that impels to the attainment or possession of
something that is in reality or imagination within reach a desire for success craving implies a
deep and imperative wish for something based on a sense of need and hunger a craving for food
companionship

desire noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Aug 11
2023
definition of desire noun in oxford advanced american dictionary meaning pronunciation picture
example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more

desire definition of desire by the free dictionary Jul 10 2023
desire is a strong wish worthy or unworthy for something that is or seems to be within reach a
desire for success craving implies a deep and compelling wish for something arising from a
feeling of literal or figurative hunger a craving for food a craving for companionship

desire verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Jun 09
2023
check pronunciation desire definition of desire verb in oxford advanced learner s dictionary
meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more
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the four stages of desire from everything to one thing May 08
2023
desire motivates us in many important ways physical desire for example is called hunger or thirst
intellectual desire is called curiosity sexual desire is called lust economic desire is

desire wordreference com dictionary of english Apr 07 2023
n a longing or craving as for something that brings satisfaction or enjoyment a desire for fame
an expressed wish request something desired

desire definition meaning britannica dictionary Mar 06 2023
desire meaning 1 to want or wish for something to feel desire for something sometimes followed by
to verb 2 to want to have sex with someone

desire wiktionary the free dictionary Feb 05 2023
desire usually uncountable plural desires uncountable the feeling of desiring an eager longing
for something too much desire can seriously affect one s judgment he stood filled with the desire
that his son should be like him and should have sons like him to people the earth

desire stanford encyclopedia of philosophy Jan 04 2023
to desire is to be in a particular state of mind it is a state of mind familiar to everyone who
has ever wanted to drink water or desired to know what has happened to an old friend but its
familiarity does not make it easy to give a theory of desire

desire wikipedia Dec 03 2022
desires are states of mind that are expressed by terms like wanting wishing longing or craving a
great variety of features is commonly associated with desires they are seen as propositional
attitudes towards conceivable states of affairs

the problem of desire psychology today Nov 02 2022
an acute short term crisis of desire corresponds to boredom and a chronic crisis to depression it
is desire that moves us and gives our life direction and meaning perhaps not meaning in

the entwined histories of desire and consider merriam Oct 01
2022
to desire something has since the 13th century meant to long or hope for something over the
centuries the verb desire has developed other related meanings as well but it s this original
meaning that s most often called into service the lover desires the beloved the cat desires the
mouse
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